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How to use Croclite & wash
Always ensure you clean your hands
before applying either product to the
skin

Crocwash

Apply CrocWash gently to the
tattoo'd area.  DO NOT RUB INTO
THE SKIN, a thin layer is all that is
required.
Once CrocWash is applied, rinse off
with warm water and PAT DRY with
a disposable single use kitchen
towel.  DO NOT RUB DRY. 

CrocWash is formulated to clean
freshly tattoo'd skin

Croclite

Use sparingly, as a little goes a long
way.  A thin layer 2/3 times daily
should be more than sufficient.
It absorbs into the skin in a few
minutes and creates a
bacteriostatic barrier

CrocLite rapid repair cream quickly
cools, sooths and heals fresh tattoos.  It
is formulated to spread easily and
gently across freshly tattoo'd skin



tattoo aftercare
advice

You have just received a new tattoo
from Phoenix Tattoo.  In order for your
new tattoo to heal in the best possible
manner, we recommend that you only
follow these instructions; 

congrats! 

cling film
Your artist took care to cover your new
tattoo for a good reason, as pretty as
your tattoo is, it is still an open wound
and a breeding ground for bacteria and
infection.  Leave the cling film alone for
a minimum of two hours. 

Washing and treatment
After you remove your cling film, you're
going to need to wash your tattoo using
luke-warm water and CrocWash, to
remove any excess ink and blood. 
 Alternatively, a mild, non-scented soap,
something like Simple or Sanex, can be
used.
DO NOT use a wash cloth or any other
abrasive,  a clean hand is best.
See on the reverse of this leaflet the
care instructions for both CrocWash
and CrocLite.
Use CrocLite very sparingly, a little goes
a long way.  Apply 2/3 times per day,
remember your tattoo also needs air
circulation around it. 

scabbing and peeling 
After a few days you will notice that the
skin around the tattoo will start to peel
and flake and perhaps even scab.  This is
perfectly normal and part of the healing
process.  DO NOT SCRATCH, PICK OR
PEEL AT YOUR NEW TATTOO!  

washing 
Yes, you can (and should) shower
immediately after a new tattoo, it is
okay to get it wet.  However, do not
submerge it underwater for the first 2-3
weeks.  We recommend short showers
for the first week.  Bath, hot tubs and
pools can cause serious damage to your
new tattoo and can also lead to
potential infections. 

jewellery
DO NOT let jewellery come into contact
with the tattoo'd area until it is fully
healed.  This can irritate the area, slow
the healing process, potentially cause
infection and cause damage to the
tattoo 

The sun
DO NOT sun bathe or use sun beds for
up to 6 weeks after your tattoo was
done. Afterwards, you will ALWAYS
need to protect it from the sun as the
UVrays can fade a tattoo very quickly.
Protect your tattoo with a minimum of
SPF 30. 

Following these steps will keep your
tattoo looking bold and vibrant for many
years to come.  Please do not listen to 
 friends, family, co-workers etc on how
to care for your new tattoo, our artists
are experts and their advice should be
listened to.

free of charge retouches on

your tattoo
CrocLite is natures finest tattoo
aftercare.  We not only use this product  
during the tattoo process but we also
recommend it for healing because we
know how this product range heals and
protects your skin.
Because of this WE ONLY
RECOMMEND THIS PRODUCT FOR
AFTERCARE.  

In our experience we have seen many
tattoos not heal well because of bad
aftercare ... people use a range of lotions
and potions on their skin because the
friend of their Great Aunt, who's never
had a tattoo recommends something!
We know about inks and colours and
how the skin heals, please take our
advice.

Therefore, we are not responsible for a
badly healed tattoo because you have
not followed our advice. 

we are not able to offer free retouches if

you choose any other aftercare products

than those prescribed by this studio


